OCEAN WIND

Colregs quick application guide

Are you keeping a proper
lookout by all means?
no
yes

Do so at all times. Rule 5.

Is your speed safe for the
conditions?
no

yes

Application of the Colregs for vessels within
sight of one another. See Rule 19
concerning vessels in restricted visibility. All
vessel should proceed at minimum safe
speed required for steerage and be
prepared to manoeuvre or stop immediately.

Adjust speed. Rule 6.

Are you in a narrow channel?
yes

no
In a traffic separation
scheme?

yes

no
Is there a risk of collision?
(constant compass bearing)

yes

no

Keep to starbord.
Don't impede traffic.
Rule 9.
The blue fields are a yes/no
decision that needs to be
made.

Crossing at right angles.
Enter and leave at a small
angle.
Don't impede traffic.
Rule 10.

The green fields are an action
that needs to be taken based
on a yes/no decision.

Take clear and timely action.
Rule 8
The red arrows signify a call to some
action.

Is it an overtaking situation?
yes

no
Are the vessels of different
types?
(Check day shapes and lights)

yes

no

Overtaking vessel must keep
clear. Other holds course and
speed.
Rule 13

The green connections lead to the next
decision to be taken.

Give way according to priority.
Rule 18.

Both under power?
yes
no

Nearly head on?
no

Both under sail?

yes
no

yes

Motor gives way to sail.
Rule 18.
Change course to starbord.
Rule 14.

Both have wind on same side?
yes

Windward vessel gives way.
Rule 12.

no
or not
sure

Give way, avoid crossing
ahead of other vessel.
Rule 15.

Wind on your port side?

no

yes

yes
Crossing, other vessel to
starbord?

Give way to vessel with wind
on starbord side.
Rule 12.
Stand on, hold course and
speed but be prepared to give
way if required to avoid a
collision.
Rule 17.

no

